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A little light 
reading 

v 0,.0.0 draft



Introduction 
Apart from the simple fact that without light of some sort we would be in 
constant darkness and that the presence of light allows us to see.  
Light creates atmosphere, actually its not so much the presence of light 
which does this but the contrasts present in the scene as a 
consequence of shadows and the interplay of direct and indirect light. 

Life without contrast would be very bland, happiness needs sadness to 
underline its presence, 

When I was little I had an aunt who made the most magnificent Apple 
Dumpling for desert, what made it special was she served it seaming 
hot, too hot to actually east but also served it with ice cold custard, the 
effect in the mouth of the hot apple and the ice cold custard is what first 
made me understand the importance of contrast.  Initially its importance 
as it related to apples and custard but later its importance in almost 
everything we do and everything we perceive. 

What we discover is that makes a day sunny is not just the presence of 
bright light but the contrast between the light and the dark and the 
shadows 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Apple dumpling 
make a pastry with a 50-50 mix of self 
rising flour, beef suet and a little water.  
Line a pudding basic with this and add 
sliced apples and sugar. Seal with  lid 
made with the same pastry, cover with 

foil and stem for several hours.



The basics 
I read somewhere that the difference between television and film is in 
television it was the scene that was lit while in film it was the actor. the 
distinction isn't immediately obvious until you go look for it and then it 
screams at you. 

More recent television shows, those which are captured on film and 
then converted and post process as video tend to fall somewhere in 
between. 

There is one saving feature of the human brain which saves us from a 
production nightmare and its that the brain doesn't really spend much 
time validating the authenticity of shadows in particular and lighting in 
general. 

There are at least three major functions of light, one is to let us see what 
is happening, one is to add atmosphere and mood and perhaps a third 
is to help us follow what is important. So we have conventions, i 
nighttime scene if portrayed naturally would mean nothing would be 
visible, so we learn to accept that dim bluet violet grey light means dark 
and that the actors are light almost like day, apart usually from a colour 
shift and which on film and television is probably added in the grading 
process anyway, are lit for our benefit. 
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So what’s the thing about face lights

Your viewer has a pretty hard job to do. twenty or so times a second it has to 
generate a scene, move the objects, apply textures,calculate the lighting to apply 
to each polygon.  To see how many polygons that is ask your viewer to show 
wireframe. 
There are two different algorithms it can use to apply the lighting to the polygons .  
The one it uses in basic mode and the one it uses in advanced mode when 
advanced lights are used.  The first of these isn't that efficient and your viewer is 
only capable of rendering 8 lights in total, two of these are reserved for the sun and 
the moon, leaving six lights. More than this can cause excessive client side lag.  
The advanced algorithm, called deferred rendering is more efficient and can 
handle more lights, however, there is still a limit an your viewer has to decide how 
to apply this limit.  Usually this is decided based on the lights seen from your 
avatars position - not your camera position). if that isn't enough your viewer must 
work out how to apply all of this and still end up with a correctly exposed image. 
The problem with face lights are: 

• Virtually all of them aren’t using advanced lighting - they are using point lighting 
• They are often over bright and are applied multiply (6 face lights which is pretty 

common potential ruin the scene for anyone else who is near), they dominate 
the scene and screw up the balancing of other light sources by your viewer 

• They move and turn, this causes other lights to cut in and cut out as your viewer 
is trying to balance the lighting in the scene, for anyone watching this, this can 
be a very ugly effect 

• They overload anyone in basic mode, all they see are the 6 closet face light 
rather than what all the work went into creating. Even in advanced mode there 
is an element of this 

• Changes made to the rendering model some time ago basic lights have a 
range far greater than that which is set for them, more polygons are included in 
the calculation to apply the light and other lighting effects can be overwhelmed.  
And there is strong evident to suggest that when your viewer is trying to 
balance the lighting in a scene it takes into account all lights it knows about, not 
just the ones it has decided to render (this is so that there aren't significant 
exposure changes as the lighting mix changes), this implies that any stray 
lights and not just face lights can upset this task - for example at TOTH, lights 
under the stage and even on other stages are still having an effect on rendering 
on the main stage - this is not insignificant, your computer really has to perform 
these calculations for millions of polygons every second 

• All of this adds, and can add seriously, to client side lag 
• They can completely overwhelmed and even ruin a scene, especially if it was 

set up to use subtle effects 

The advanced theatre lights will give you effectively a face light better than any you 
could dream of. 
These arguments also apply to basic mode lighting built into sets, none of these 
lights is ever switchable and, therefore, are always on. They then have all the 
negative impacts to do with scene rendering and client side lag.  Its best not to 
have them, if you do have them then make them switchable, lighting under the 
stage which are turned on have a big negative effect on everyones viewer 
performance! 



How to control them 
When I talk about using and controlling the lighting i will usually try give a 
formal definition of a commands or commands,  That will look like this: 

<channel><the command ><parameters>; 

Things written in bold are things which you can type and are usually the 
name of a command 

The things inside the <> are like variables which should be defined 
somewhere else,  For example. 

Anything in italics is just extra explanatory comments 

definition: 

<channel> = the control channel  
<name> = the name of the light  
<channel> <name> on; 

example: 
/5FS on; this will turn light FS on

if there is an example then it will be written in blue and it should be 
something you can type in to give an obvious outcome. 

When i said you use the name of a light in the command I actually lied.  
What your using is a selector. Suppose you had two lights called FS1 
and FS2 then you could type: 

/5FS1:FS2 on;

Which would, in a single command turn both FS1 and FS2 on. There is 
more though, lights can be placed into groups, think of a group as an 
extra name the light might have.  You use the group command to put a 
light into a group: 

/5FS1:FS2 group FS

Now not only can you use the names FS1 and FS2 to select the lights 
independently, you can use the new name FS to select them both at 
the same time.  So 

/5FS on;

now works as expected. You can use any reasonable combination of 
names and groups to select a set of lights, suppose you had FS1 and 
FS2 in group FS and then wanted to switch FS3 as well, then: 

/5FS:FS3 on;

Will turn the three lights on 

And that wasn't enough lights themselves can be in multiple groups.  
Why I hear you ask? 
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It just means that you can group lights together depending on their 
function or their use and then treat them really as a single light. 
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The basic commands 
Here is a list of the commands which you can use to control the lights. 

On

Turn one or more lights smoothly on. 

For example, 
/5FS on;

will turn light (or group) FS on, using channel 5. 

Off

Turn one or more lights smoothly off. 

For example, 
/5FS off;

Colour

Smoothly change the light colour for one or more lights. 

will change the colour of the selected lights to the colour a,b,c where 
a,b,c are the red, green blue colour vectors and are in the range o to 
255. <0,0,0> is black, <255,255,255> is full white. 

For example 
/5FS colour <255,0,0>; 

If the light is on then the light will smoothly change to the new colour,  if 
it is off then the change is made in secret and the colour is the colour 
the light will have when next turned on. 

<selector> a selector for one or note chasis

<selector> off;

<selector> a selector for one or more lights or 
light groups

<r,g,b>

3 numbers enclosed in angle 
brackets separated by spaces.  
Each in the range o to 255 which 
are interpreted in order as the 
redg, green and blue colour 
components 

<selector> colour <r,g,b>;
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You can use the adobe kuler 
website for getting interesting 

values for r,g,b. will change FS to 
primary red,  

www.kuler.com 

http://www.kuler.com
http://www.kuler.com


Brightness

Change the intensity of a group of lights. 

For example: 
/5FS b 0.5;

Will smoothly change the intensity of the group FS to 0.5, approximately 
half power but the relation ship isn't truly linear. 

If the light is on when a brightness command is processed the 
brightness will smoothly change to the new value.  if it is off then the 
change is secretly made instantly and the new brightness is what will be 
set when the light is turned on. 

Speed

Lets you say how long you want a transition to take, in seconds.  So far 
all the examples have been taking the default time, currently set to 3 
seconds. 

For example: 
/5speed 10;FS on;

will turn the FS group on and will take 10 seconds doing it. Notice we 
have, in this example, combined two commands on a single line, this is 
fine, this is why we have been adding the semi colon to the end of each 
command.   

Multiple commands can be combined on a single line, the lights, if they 
can will process commands in parallel so a change of brightness and a 
change of colour will happen together 

if they cant process together, like two changes of colour, the first will 
happen and then the second. So 

<selector> a selector for one or more lights or 
light groups

<intensity> A number between 0.0 and 1.0, 0.0 
is no intensity, 1.0 is full intensity

<selector> b <intensity>;

<selector> A selector for one or more lights or 
light groups

<time>

A number in seconds and decimal 
seconds, anything less than around 
200ms (0.2) will actually be 
instantaneous, or as instantaneous 
as is possible

<selector> speed <time>;
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/5FS colour <255,0,0>;colour <0,0,255>; 

will first change the colour to red and then smoothly change it to blue. 
the time taken for each leg is the time of the last speed command seen 
or the default time.  The speed you set will be the speed used for 
subsequent commands, until you change it again 

More on the command structure
The ability to use multiple commands is general, all commands can be 
strung together and the light will intelligently decide which can happen 
together and which must be queued up and processed later. So 
/5FS off;colour <255,255,255>;on;

Will turn the group FS off, change its colour to white and turn the group 
back on again. while 
/5FS colour <255,0,0>;

Will smoothly change the group colour to blue from whatever colour (or 
colours) the group originally had. 

A line has a single selector so all commands on a single line selects 
one group or light and group combination. There is currently no way to 
change selector part way though a line. 
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Pointing
its all lovely turning these things on and off or changing their colour, how 
do we point them at something? 

there are several ways to point the lights but first we will use the most 
basic way. 

We use three numbers, x, y and z, x is the distance in meters forwards 
and backwards from the stage centre, negative is back away from the 
audience and positive is forwards. Y is the distance in meters left and 
right oh the stage centre.  Z is the distance in meters above or below 
the stage centre, negative numbers are below the stage. In use the 
lights can reliably be pointed to within a centimetre.  For example 
<0,0,1> would select a point on the stage centre but 1 meter above 
and <1,1,0> would select a point 1 meter in front of the stage centre 
and one meter to the right. the point would be level with the stage 
surface. So we have: 

/5FS p <0,0,1>;

which will point groups FS 1 meter above the stage centre point 

The command which will point the lights at a particular x,y and z (relative 
to the stage centre) is p, p for pointing. 

Lights can also be positioned using a transponder, ie one or more prims 
or link sets placed somewhere. Each prim has a description which can 
be used as a name to point the lights/ 

The command which points at transponder is track. Suppose 
somewhere we had a transponder with the description OPENING, then: 

/5FS track OPENING;

would make the groups FS smoothly point at the transponder. 

Another way to point the lights is to use the follow mechanism, here 
lights actively follow a tracker, a tracker has to be worn. 

Yet another way is to set an offset for a light, an offset is an x,y,z value 
which is added to whatever pointing the light has been asked to do.  
Often used to raise up the light or lower the light to get a better follow 
spot function. 

Although its possible to set a follow up manual usually its easier to let 
the follow controller do it. it keeps track of the asset keys which have to 
be used, keeps track of the allocated tracker channels and so on. 

There is a secondary way to point lights at a position.  You can publish 
ahead of time a list of name-coordinate pairs to one or more lights. 
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Pointing commands

P

P will pint the light at an x,y,z position relative to the centre of the stage 
and will include the current offset. 

For example: 
/5FS p <0,0,1>;

will point FS 1m above the stage centre	  

Offset

Offset will add a constant offset into any subsequent pointing command 
or pointing action. 

For example: 
/5FS offset <0,0,0.5>;

will add a half a meter positive offset to whatever FS is subsequently 
asked to point at,  often used with follow spots to raise the light up to 
more accurately light the face. To clear an offset specify a zero offset, 
i.e. <0,0,0>; 

Follow

Trackers allow a light or light group to actively follow a person, the 
person must be wearing a tracker.  A allow can be set up using the 
command line, in which case: This is a controller command! 

<selector> A selector for one or more lights or 
light groups

<x,y,z>

x,y and z coordinates in meters 
relative to the stage centre, 
negative x is to the rear of the 
stage, negative y is to the left and 
negative z is downward

<selector> p <x,y,z>;

<x,y,z>

x,y and z coordinates offsets in 
meters, negative x is to the rear of 
the stage, negative y is to the left 
and negative z is downward

<selector> offset <x,y,z>;
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For example: 
/12follow oliver FS;

In this example 12 is the controller channel and then this command will 
connect  light group FS with oliver and will follow his movements until 
the follow is cancelled. 

Cancel

Cancel will remove all follows on a selector. This is a controller 
command! 

<channel>cancel <selector>; 

For example: 
/12cancel FS;

will cancel and remove all follows active on group FS.  It doesn't matter 
if there aren’t any. And it an be good practice to cancel all follows before 
reusing a light in a new situation 

Track

Track aims one or more lights at a transponder. A transponders is a link 
set with the transponder script in the root prim and tracking names set 
in the description of all prims in the link set. 

For example, suppose we had a tracker somewhere called T1, then: 
/5FS track T1:

would point FS at T1. 

<channel> The channel the controller is 
operating on

<name> The first part of the name of who 
yoyo want to follow

<selector> A light selector to select which 
lights you want to do the following

/<channel> follow <name> <selector>;

<target> The name of a transponder prim

<modifier>

Some combination of x, y and z 
separated by : which say which 
transponder coordinates to include 
in the position calculation, X:Y:Z is 
the same as no modifier

<selector>track <target> <modifier>; 
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The modifier lets you choose which coordinates are from the tracker 
and which from the light. A modifier of x would only use the x coordinate 
of the tracker and would use the y and Z coordinate of the lamp to 
calculate the target position.  Z would only use the z coordinate of the 
target, using z makes the light point vertically down if the transponder is 
below the light and vertically up if its above.  Using Z:X points the lamp 
forwards, perpendicular to the stage but pointing correctly in depth and 
height. 

For example, summing we had a transponder called S (s for stage): 
/5FS track S z;

Would point the light vertically down (usually) but correctly target at the 
level of the stage floor 

/5FS track S X:Z

would point then perpendicular to the stage front but correctly targeted 
on the stage floor and the transponder x coordinate. 

Publish

Publish lets us define lighting targets ahead of their use: 

<channel>publish <selector> <target>; 

where target looks like: 

	 <name>:<coordinate> 

for example: 
/5FS publish CENTRE:<10,20,30>;

would publish the coordinate (in region coordinates) 10,20,30 to all 
lights in the FS group and this target would be called centre, so that we 
could then use something like: 

/5FS track centre;

Allow

Allow lets you specifically add avatar and object keys to the list of keys which 
have authority to control the light 

Setting a key of NULL will remove all allowed keys. 

<selector> a selector for one or more chasis

<key> An avatar or object key to allow to 
control

<chassis> allow  <key>;
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Important
Due to limitations of the command 
parser used in the light scripts you 

MUST make sure that the target 
name is I'm UPPER case and that 

there are no spaces in the 

To do this from the controller, select 
a name and a light group or groups, 

press TRK or select one or more 
light groups, select a name and 

Currently, these coordinates are 
specified in region coordinates, the 

three numbers showing your 
position.  While this is simple to use 

it is annoying, thee targets are 
absolute and not relative to the 

stage like those in the p command. 
This means you cant set this up 

elsewhere and expect them to work.  
I may at some point create a hud 

which displays positions relative to 
the stage centre and then this 

command can be made to accept 
stage relative coordinates 



For example: 

/1000FB allow < … >;
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Security
Lights and chassis only obey certain objects and avatars. If you are the 
owner then the chassis or light will always obey you.  if you are in the 
same group then you are always obeyed.  if you are in different groups 
but have the same owner then you are obeyed. if you have been 
specifically aded using the allow command, then you are obeyed. 

Once the light or chassis has seen you and verified your access, its no 
longer necessary to be wearing am appropriate tag.  Once you have 
been verified you are remembered.  

Stored and access can be cleared by sending allow NULL; to the light 
or chassis.  

For maximum security it is best to put the lights into their own group and 
then restrict access to this group. Once validated you don't need to 
subsequently wear this group tag 
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Light Emitters
Lights of all type have a nominal range of 20m, this really isn't sufficient 
for most purposes. Also there is no scripting support for any of the 
advanced projector light features.  So the lights use a system of 
secondary emitters, These are prims placed on the centre axis of the 
light and which can move in and out, towards the light or towards the 
target.  These emitters can be selected either or single or in multiples to 
allow  increased light output or to create new effects. There are 
problems though using this approach, Objects which appear to 
intersect a light beam may not be properly illuminated of the emitter is 
currently behind the object.  

There are a much larger number of advantages though, different beam 
styles and gobo effects can be selected and used, by moving the 
emitter closer or father away from the target a zoom effect can be 
created.  And since the actual radius if the light is a function of the 
distance between the emitter and the target it better controls the spread 
of light for anyone using basic mode.  The light prim itself is still a light 
emitter though (called MASTER) and it can be used when its useful. 

Beams are classed as emitters for the purpose of their selection even 
though they emit no light.  This does men though that different beam 
styles can be define and use when needed. 

Use

Use lets you select which emitters and beams you want to use, you 
can use multiple emitters but only one beam type. 

For example:

/5FS use HARD:BEAM;

would make the lights in group FS changer their emitter to HARD and beam 
style BEAM;  If the emitter combination cant be selected then an error is 
output on the response channel (see later) 

/5FS use MASTER;

will use the master emitter only, i.e. the one inside the light prim itself.  If the 
light is off when its emitters are changed then they are change instantaneously, 
if the light is on then the light has to briefly turn off and then on again to 
change the emitter.  Reselecting the current emitter set has no effect and can 
be safely used as a safety mechanism 

<emitter list> a list of valid emitters and an 
optional beam style separated by :

<selector> use <emitter list>;
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You can get a of available 
emitters and beams and their 
current allocation using the 

chassis dump command, see 
later



Zoom

Move the emitter(s) in and out along the axis of the light, 100% zoom places 
the emitter on the target, 0% zoom places the emitter on the lamp; 

 For example: 

/5FS zoom 80; 

Will place the emitter 80% of the distance between the flight and the target. 
Lower numbers give a wider beam effect and higher numbers a smaller beam 
effect. Negative zoom values and values above 100% are allowed. If a target 
moves relative to a light then this distance is recomputed to maintain the 
specified zoom. 

<zoom> A percentage of the distance 
between the light and the target

<selector>zoom <zoom>;
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Gobos and projection effects
Gobos essentially are a cut out mask which is placed in a light path, 
The shape of the cutout is projected onto the scene. Also, lights can be 
used to project an image onto a scene.  

Gobos and projectors are just extra emitters which can be selected with 
the use command. 
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To create a logo or projector, edit a 
light stack and drag an emitter onto 

the ground, edit the emit, adding 
masks as required, give the emitter a 
suitable name, like GOBO1, reset the 
script, take it and put it back into the 

light stack. 



Common Commands
Some commands are very commonly used” 

/5* FS b 0.5;colour <255,255,200>;speed 3;on; 
set group FS to 0.5 intensity, set their colour to off white and turn them 
on taking 3 seconds. if the lights are off then the colour and intensity 
changes are instantaneous. 

/5* offset <0,0,0>; 
clear target offsets for all lights 

/5* p <0,0,100>;off; 
point everything up into the sky and turn off 

/5* zero; 
point everything at the stage centre 

TBA 
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The Chassis
The chassis is the root prim of a light link set, and handles the configuration of 
everything in the link set, the allocation and storage of emitters and beams and 
handles settings for things like, beam style, emitter width, follow mode, over 
range, falloff etc. The chassis can be the same prim as a light, which is what is 
done in the follow spots. In other light sets the chassis is separate, in these 
sets typically there is more than one light. 

There are various commands which can be sent to a chassis: 

Set beam

Set beam specifies the transparency of the the beam prim and the glow to 
use. In use both of these are scaled by the light brightness and the beam is 
coloured with the light colour. 

For example 

/1000FB set beam 0.01 0.05

will set the beam to be almost transparent and use a glow value of 0.05 which 
is then multiplied by the lamp brightness.  The chassis control channel is 
assumed here to be 1000. 

Set Emitter

Set Emitter sets a scale width to use for a named emitter type. In turn this is 
then scaled depending on the emitter zoom position, getting larger as the 
emitter zooms out (towards the light) and smaller as the emitter approaches 
the target. 

For example: 

/1000FB set emitter HARD 3;

<selector> a selector for one or note chasis

<transparency> a valid emitter name, e.g. HARD

<glow> a number typically 2, 3, 4 but selected to 
give the right effect in use

<chassis> set beam <transparency> <glow>;

<selector> a selector for one or more chasis

<emitter> a valid emitter name, e.g. HARD

<width> a number typically 2, 3, 4 but selected to 
give the right effect in use

<chassis> set emitter <emitter> <width>;
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Beams work best when there is 
a very small amount of non 

transparency and some glow.  
less glow is needed when 

there is environment lighting 
and much less glow when 

environment lighting is turned 
off (no light) 

This makes it hard to correctly 
balance the beam setting to be 

viable insight and dark 
conditions and is, perhaps, the 

main reason for everyone 
using the recommended 

environment lighting



Set mode

To help in processing the tracker follow information in lagged sims, the lamp 
will attempt to “de bounce” track position data and try only to ever use the 
latest values.  There are two modes in which this can work.  if the light is the 
root prim of a link set then the DISTANCE mode is best, this triggers an interval 
event when  rotation approaches the final rotation for a move, until this event is 
received position data is ignored. When it is received the lats position date 
received, if there is any, is them used to move the light. 

If the light is part of a link set and not the root prim then this method doesn't 
work and the TIME method must be selected. This disables position updates 
for a period of time once an update has been received, typically this time is 
0.1 seconds, making this bugger with reduce any lagged follow moves but at 
the expense of a more stepped response. 

For example: 

/1000FB set MODE 0.005;

Dump

Dumps the current emitter and beam allocations onto the response channel, 
The response channel is picked up by the headset and relayed to the wearer. 

For example: 

/1000FB dump;

Set falloff

Sets the fall off for the emitter 

<selector> a selector for one or more chasis

<mode>

TIME, set an integration time for 
debounce, typically around 0.1 
seconds

DISTANCE, set an angular distance 
to control the position integration, 
typically 0.005

<width> a number typically 2, 3, 4 but selected to 
give the right effect in use

<chassis> set mode <mode> <data>;

<selector> a selector for one or more chasis

<chassis> dump;
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For example: 
/1000FB set falloff 0.2;

Set overrange

By default the range of the emitter is set to the distance between it and the 
target plus 2m, Set over range changes this value. 

For example: 
/1000FB set over range 3;

Group

Group allows chassis to be placed into chassis groups and then controlled as 
a single chassis 

For example: 

/1000FS1:FS2 group FS;

Allow

Allow lets you specifically add avatar and object keys to the list of keys which 
have authority to control the chassis 

<selector> a selector for one or more chasis

<value> typical values are 0.2, 0.5, or 0.0 to give 
no fall off over the range of the light

<chassis> set falloff <value>;

<selector> a selector for one or more chasis

<distance> distance in meters to extend the light 
radius beyond the target by.

<chassis> overrange <distance>;

<selector> a selector for one or more chasis

<chassis list> A list of chassis to include int he 
group command, sperated by:

<chassis> group  <chassis list>;

<selector> a selector for one or more chasis

<key> An avatar or object key to allow to 
control

<chassis> allow  <key>;
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Setting a key of NULL will remove all allowed keys. 

For example: 

/1000FB allow < … >;

Scan

rescan the linkset, sometimes messages can become lost, rescan searches 
the lankiest for emitters and beams and temporarily parks them, They will 
reattach to their correct positions on the next move 

Rig

Rig forces lamos to correctly attach to their supports, if the light is a 
standalone light (follow post) then you must use rig bound 

<chassis> scan;

<chassis> rig;
<chassis> rig bound;
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Setting up a chassis

Light chassis (or stacks) self build themselves. Examine a stack and you will 
see various blocks arranged over the “gantry” part, the gantry is purely 
cosmetic. Examine one of these blocks and you will see the block as a 
curious name, for example: 

	 BLOCK:fs1:fs:hard:soft:beam 

This is a marker for the chassis and it escapes how to build a light.  FS1 is the 
name the the light will have once created, fs is the name of the model to be 
razzed for the light, the remainder are the list of emitters to be created in 
addition.  So to add an extra emitter (or gobo or projector effect) the name of 
the emitter must be added to this list. To change the name of the light edit the 
name part, to change the model to be used edit the model part (the model 
must be one contained in the light stack) 

To activate any changes the stack must be rebuilt using the delete and build 
commands. Typically you would use something like, assuming that your stack 
has the name chassis and its control channel is 1000: 

	 /1000chassis delete;build; 

This command will tear down the stack and then re create it.
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